2034 Zodi Large Padded Gear Bag
2035 Zodi Medium Padded Gear Bag
2033 Zodi Small Padded Gear Bag
RETAIN THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

INSTRUCTION MANUAL

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
The Zodi Padded Gear Bags are perfect for storing and transporting
gear and other items. The Padded bag may also include convenient
carry strap(s) for easy transport and pockets to store and carry
small propane cylinders and other items
STORING ITEMS IN PADDED GEAR BAGS
To store items in the padded gear bag, simply unzip the zipper on
the top of the gear bag. Open up lid and expand the bag. If items
are sharp, wrap the sharp item in a towel to protect the interior of
the bag. Store items only when the bag is completely dry.
USE AS A TEMPORARY WATER CONTAINER
To use the Zodi padded gear bag as a water container, simply line
the padded gear bag with an oversitize plastic trash bag or garbage
bag. Completely cover the inside of the bag. And fill the plastic
bag with water. The padded gear bag will repel water but is not
waterproof. After use, allow outside and inside of bag to completely
dry before closing or storing items in the bag.
CLEANING
To clean, simply was with mild soap and water. Rinse well with
water. Do not machine wash. Allow the bag to hang dry and do not
place in dryer.
Note: These directions apply to the Zodi™ Large, Medium and
Small Padded Gear Bags.
Assembled in China. Designed in Park City Utah USA.
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Enjoy hands-free showering.
Adjustable height. Works
with all Zodi™ Showers and
Zodi™ Hut shower shelter.

Our best selling
on-demand water
heater and hot shower.
Enjoy unlimited hot
water in seconds.

Enjoy this self-supporting
privacy shelter anywhere.
Almost 4 feet wide per
side. Includes oversized
detachable floor.
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